1964 thunderbird fuse box diagram
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Ford. If you have an error for your car Ford Fiesta especially related to fuse this table or post
can as a reference to fix or repair your own car. But we don't responsible if there any damage
from your Read More. Today we want to show you how to change engine oil and filter on ford
expedition Design Ford F with a 5. This fuse box for Ford E â€” may this help you to repair your
own car make this ar reference when repairing your old car. As the fastest growing demand of
circuit and wiring diagram for automotive and electronics on internet based on different uses
such as electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers than we decided to provide
free circuit and wiring diagram base on your needed. To find circuit and wiring diagram now a
day its easy. E-learning through internet as a right place to search an exact circuit and wiring
diagram of your choice and it's much fun and knowledgable. On internet you will find thousands
of electronic circuit diagrams some are very good designed and some are not. So you have to
modify them to make them according to your needs but some circuits are ready to make and
require no changes. There are many types of circuit and wiring diagrams some are very easy to
build and some are very complicated, some are so small and some contain huge list of parts.
We provides free best quality and good designed schematic diagrams our diagrams are free to
use for all electronic hobbyists, students, technicians and engineers. We also provides a full
educational system to students new to electronics. If you are new to electronics you are a
student or a electronic hobbyist and want to increase your knowledge in electronics or want to
understand electronics in a very easy way so this is the right place for you we provide
electronics beginner guide tutorials to easily understand complicated electronic theory. Our
mission is to help students and professionals in their field. Launched by: Olivia On: 23 Mar,
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Sale. Please sign in or join the Thunderbird club free to access the search page and many other
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to dismiss this notice. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter s1nemesis1s Start date May 20, Hello All, My
mother is very sick and I am not able to work on the bird very much right now plug - state
transfer inspection firstly so I can get it in my name. However, I can design things and think of
projects. The fuse box is no exception. I have connectors in it that are rusty on the back and so
on. Not to I want to upgrade to blade style fuses put a nice clean box in and replace my fuse
box. I want to keep it simple. I want to keep everything else where it is, just a box swap so to
speak. Also, the terminals for constant power and those ring terminal wires that connect to
them need to be kept. I also know that a starter relay and ampmeter need to be fed as well. Do
you all have any suggestions on where to start? I see all these Chinese boxes on eBay but I
really wanted something solid. Maybe a later make of car? I am thinking about marine
applications as well just case they get wet. If someone makes replacement fuseboxes or kits to
rebuild a fuse box I am all ears as well. I am totally willing to rebuild mine. Wondering if these
clips are easy to get. I searched eBay , but there are many choices. I think I would like to refurb
my box like this one outlined in the link. Wondering if replacing my circuit breakers is a good
idea as they are 55 years old too. Hello all, I have been mourning the loss of my mother and
coming off of caretaking Went out and messed with the 64 tbird to try and get some thunder
therapy. I noticed that the fuse box, no matter how much I clean and work on it, seems janky as
best. I have tried many things. I have decided to upgrade it to block fuses. I am a little afraid to
remove the block and start a rewire. I thought maybe about mounting a fuse panel next to my

current one and solder wires from the posts in the old one, then silicone it up, and put the
connections over to the new box. This seems though like a band-aid - What do you all think
about an all-out replacement? Has any done a conversion? I have been thinking about buss
bars, constant and switch in the box. When I do this, my plan is to video it and take plenty of
photos and creating a resource for others. Dj-Dan Click here to upgrade. I'm thinking about
moving my fuse box. Placing it near the front radiator frame. Like near the regulator. What A
pain, stooping under the passenger side dash board. This way it will be easy access and if I
want to add items to my 64 T-bird, it would be so much simpler. Dan Forest Hill, Md. Okay Folks,
I have not taken the brave step of actually taking the fuse box out yet, but I am trying to figure
out the ground situation. I have a couple of wiring diagrams for general Ford's but the detail is
not that great. I see the constant and I see the switched. What I was wondering about is the
actual ground. Are each of these grounded at the accessory or does the box contain a common
ground? If it does not - that makes things easier - at least in my brain. If each or some need a
ground then I will need to find a better box solution. Once I figure this ground situation out, I will
share my amazon wishlist and let you folks see what I am looking at buying. No ground at the
fuse box. The ground circuit is a separate system. These connections at the fuse box are all
positive power circuits. Just think of the fuses as if they are just connecting wires together to
continue the circuit. I wanted to ask: "Lastly, I was looking at using: Bussmann CB Amp Type III
Circuit Breaker - at the battery to switch off the whole system in case of overload - of course maybe I should go with a bigger breaker but amps seemed enough - maybe. I don't want to trip
it all the time, I can buy a amp or amp - price goes WAY up on amp. Do these cars pull that kind
of amperage? I just want a breaker that will help save the car. OH - I will also have an ignition
box as well. Excellent, this makes it so simple - fordrodsteven you are awesome. Thirdly, as you
can see on the list I have looked at various circuit breakers and will replace the current ones
with factory style. Lastly, I was looking at using: Bussmann CB Amp Type III Circuit Breaker - at
the battery to switch off the whole system in case of overload - of course - maybe I should go
with a bigger breaker but amps seemed enough - maybe. I installed the "painless wiring 7
circuits ," under the hood. I really regret this. It is a wonderful unit and works well, but it is really
overpriced - and the unit you shared would have been better for my purposes, and cheaper as
you pointed out at the time. I am also working on a relay box. I will share the details of that once
this is complete and if you all are interested. The AMP unit will be fine. You will probably never
get to pulling amps at any time. Even with every single electrical circuit, switch and relay
actuated at exactly the same time. There's no need to overcomplicate your wiring. I've rewired
many a motorcycle and a few cars. You just consider one circuit at a time and it actually
becomes relatively simple. I agree that having one unit for constant and one for switched can
make it easier for you when troubleshooting. FYI - You find frequently that ground wires come
out of the taped harness right alongside the power wire. This confuses many people because
they think the ground is tied into the harness. Most of the power wires go through the fuse box
just for circuit protection in case there is ever a direct "short" to ground. Sometimes when
people have one dim headlight common in old chevy's they will strip a little of the ground wire
near the light where the ground wire comes out of the harness. They then make a connection
from there to a fender or frame for a good ground connection at the light and the light is then
nice and bright. The only issue I have with that is that they are not tracing back to the point
where the ground got weak and a bad ground can cause battery drain with a car just sitting,. I
have been reading how you can wire an independent harness for the headlights and put them
on their own with relays and get them to brighten up. I like the isolation, but at the same time, it
seems like you are pushing the system if you are using original wiring not used to a load like
that. I thought about doing this for a minute, then backed off after I thought about it. That
conversion is done frequently and is actually an improvement for the system. If you think you
would like to do it. It won't hurt anything
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. Need help with wiring of fuse panel on my 64 bird. If someone could take a picture of it and
where the wires connect to the circut breakers along with the color code of the wires that would
be great. My bird doesn't have power seats or air if that makes a difference. Thanks to all, Larry.
If someone could take a picture of it and where the wires connect to the circut breakers along
with thec olor code of the wires that would be great. You may find a wiring schematic in your
shop manual. It would give you the wire color coding. I didn't see anything in the shop man. I do
have the elec. Thanks, Larry. MickyD Member Bronze Member. I have no power to my windows,
dash or driver's power seat. I have replaced circuit breakers, fuses, and bench-tested window

motors. No power going through my circuit breakers and possibly no power to breakers. I also
replaced the power safety relay switch and checked engine ground. Last edited by a moderator:
Jul 12, You must log in or register to reply here.

